
Round each number to the nearest ten using number line.

1) 946

i) Label 946 on the number line.

940 950

iii) 946 rounded to the nearest ten is

ii) Which is closer to 946? a) 940 b) 950

2) 118

i) Label 118 on the number line.

110 120

iii) 118 rounded to the nearest ten is

ii) Which is closer to 118? a) 120 b) 110

3) 433

i) Label 433 on the number line.

430 440

iii) 433 rounded to the nearest ten is

ii) Which is closer to 433? a) 430 b) 440

4) 601

i) Label 601 on the number line.

600 610

iii) 601 rounded to the nearest ten is

ii) Which is closer to 601? a) 610 b) 600
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Answer Key

Round each number to the nearest ten using number line.

1) 946

i) Label 946 on the number line.

940 950

iii) 946 rounded to the nearest ten is

ii) Which is closer to 946? a) 940 b) 950

2) 118

i) Label 118 on the number line.

110 120

iii) 118 rounded to the nearest ten is

ii) Which is closer to 118? a) 120 b) 110

3) 433

i) Label 433 on the number line.

430 440

iii) 433 rounded to the nearest ten is

ii) Which is closer to 433? a) 430 b) 440

4) 601

i) Label 601 on the number line.

600 610

iii) 601 rounded to the nearest ten is

ii) Which is closer to 601? a) 610 b) 600
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